It is shown that latin squares may be composed in a natural way, and that many sets of mutually orthogonal latin squares (m.o.l.s.) connected with projective planes may be regarded as groups of m.o.l.s.
1. Introduction and definitions. For background material and proofs of assumed theorems, see Hall [3] or Ryser [8] . It is known that a projective plane of order n, that is, with n+\ points on each line, exists iff a set of n -1 mutually orthogonal latin squares (m.o.l.s.) of order n exists. Since the question of existence is largely unresolved for non-prime-power n, it is important to regard both planes and m.o.l.s. in as many different lights as possible. for 0£i,j£n-\. Proposition 1. S=(p(0),. . ., p(n~ 1)) is a latin square iff pW^pij') is a regular permutation for all i andj. If S and T=(q(0), ■ • • , q(n-1)) are latin squares then S and T are orthogonal iff S * T~x is a latin square.
Proof.
Since piiY^pij) is a regular permutation exactly when its application to every element y is distinct from y, we see that p(i)~1p(j) is regular exactly when piQ^pifiy^y or p(j)y?£p{i)y. But this is the same as saying that the column/differs from the column i in the placey, which defines latinity for S since each column contains all of the set {0, 1, • • • , H-l}. Now suppose that S and Tare latin squares, normalized so that/»(0)= q(0)=id. Clearly, T-1 = (id,q(\)-\ ■ ■ ■ ^(n-l)-1) and
If p{i)j=p(k)l=r and q(i)j=q(k)l=s then qii^s^j and q(k)~1s=l,
But that says that pWqiiy-s^pWqik)-^ or that
Thus if S and T are not orthogonal, then the pair (r, s) occurs twice, say at (i,j) and (k, /), with ij±k and jj^l. Then the above discussion shows that S * 7_1 is not a latin square. Conversely, if S and T are orthogonal, then (1) can only happen if/=&, so 5 * 7"-1 is a latin square. If one restricts oneself to latin squares, all of the above is equally true, mutatis mutandis, using rows and row permutations instead of columns and column permutations; however, due no doubt to what Halmos calls "a perversity not of the author, but of nature", only the column definition yields theorems stronger than Proposition 1. In fact, Mann [7] has given the row version of Proposition 1.
Definition 2. With each coordinatization of each projective plane P, there is associated a set of n-\ normalized m.o.l.s. We take the set S^=S^(P) to be these n-1 m.o.l.s., together with the array /= (id, id, -■ ■ , id), which is orthogonal with every normalized latin square. If Sk7^I, let y be the label assigned to the inverse of xk in <3, then Si e S, so Sf is closed under multiplication and taking inverses. But this means that y is an abelian (since k+j=j+k as labeling numbers) group, so we have the following. Theorem 1. 7/7" is a Desarguesian plane, then ¿?(P) is an abelian group.
3. Veblen-Wedderburn systems. The famous first example of a nonDesarguesian plane, given by Veblen and Wedderburn [6] , is usually written in the following collineation of order 13 taking subscripts i to i+l (mod 13) for both lines and points. \îy is the label assigned to the square for m+p, then at each place (i,/)> Sm * Sv(i,j)=Sy(i,j), so Sm * SJ)=S'1( and «^ is indeed a group. In general, a ternary ring is a set ^" of marks and a ternary operation a ■ b ° c defined for all a, b, c in 3~. The marks must include 0 and 1 and the operation must satisfy the following axioms. As Hall points out when giving this definition [3, Chapter 12], axiom T3 guarantees a unique line in each bundle of parallels through the point (a, c), axiom T4 guarantees that nonparallel lines intersect in a unique point and axiom T5 guarantees that two points not already contained in a line of a certain bundle of parallels, must be in a unique line in some other bundle.
Of course, using 3T gives an affine plane which must be extended to a projective plane. Lemma. If S is a group, then (1) for every jy¿0, G3 is a group and S is isomorphic with G¡ under the mapping fSi=ioj; Corollary, (i) If £f=Sf(P) is a group, then P has prime power order.
(ii) If P is derived from a Veblen-Wedderburn system then P has prime power order.
Remark.
For an arbitrary projective plane P with associated ternary ring .T=.T(P), each Sk e Sr*=S>i'(P) has Sk(i,j)=i-j ■ k where i-j ■ k=x is the unique solution to / • b ° x=j, guaranteed by T3. Then each ka¡(i)= i-j ■ k. The jth coordinate permutation of Sm * Sk is ma^kdy When applied to ; this yields majkai(i)=(i-j ■ k)-j ■ m. It is an easy consequence of Tl and T5 that, fory'^O, there is a uniquep such that {i-j ■ k) -j.m = i-j.p.
Unfortunately p may depend on j, so that (i-l-k)-lm=i-l-p' with p'î^p-Of course, if p'=p always, then Sm * Sk=Sp and so ¿f is a group.
Corollary.
If$(P) satisfies the following T6 then P has prime power order.
T6. For given y, 1^0, and given x, y and i, there is a unique solution p toj-p ° y=i=l ■ p o x.
I am unable to show that T6 is independent of Tl through T5 or that T6 is a consequence of Tl through T5. Of course, if T6 is a consequence, then all projective planes have prime power order.
